
 

Year 7 Spring 2:2 

English Maths 
 In the second half of the Spring Term the pupils will study the book “A Monster Calls,” by 
Patrick Ness. They will identify themes in the novel and explain inferences they make based 
on evidence from more than one place in the text.  The pupils will explore characters’ 
motivations.  They will identify metaphors in the text and explore how they can incorporate 
metaphors into their own writing, creating a story on a given theme.  The pupils will develop 
their skills of planning, drafting, proof reading and re-drafting their own writing. 

In the second half of the Spring Term the pupils will solve simple problems involving ratio 
and proportion. They will identify suitable units of measurement to estimate and solve 
problems in everyday contexts involving length and area.  Pupils will measure and calculate 
perimeters of rectangles and regular polygons and calculate the measurement of a side given 
the perimeter of squares and rectangles. They will calculate the areas of squares and 
rectangles. 

Science Geography History PSHE/RE 
Pupils will use the particle model to explain 
the differences between solids, liquids and 
gases. Pupils will explore how the models 
support and relate to different 
theories. Pupils will classify materials using 
experimental evidence into solids, liquids 
and gases. Pupils will distinguish between 
elements and compounds and show how 
they are represented by symbols and 
formulae. Pupils will recognise how when 
atoms join together a chemical reaction has 
taken place. Pupils will distinguish between 
compounds and mixtures. Pupils will identify 
through a chemical reaction whether a 
compound or a mixture has formed. 

In the second half of the Spring Term pupils 
will discover how the primary, secondary and 
tertiary sectors work together to make an 
economy.  They will examine how a natural 
resource is used in manufacturing. Pupils will 
identify ways in which places around the world 
are interconnected and investigate how 
international trade works.  They will explain the 
main UK imports and exports and investigate 
the concept of globalisation.   
They will describe the impact of globalisation 
on China and discover how containerisation 
has transformed global trade. 

In this term, pupils will be studying 'Feudalism, 
Life and Religion in the Middle Ages'. This will 
involve understanding what life was like in a 
medieval village or town and what a 
village/town might look like. Students will 
compare food in medieval times with the food 
we ate today. They will then why heraldry was 
important in medieval times. Students will end 
comparing the rights of women today with 
those of women in the Middle Ages. 
 

In PSHE this half term we will be exploring 
the areas around risk and safety. We’ll be 
looking at ‘the what’ and ‘the might’ 
happen to us regarding risks; we will be 
weighing up the risk as a brilliant challenge 
rather than a potential nightmare. They will 
be taught about how to aware of the risks 
online and how we can keep ourselves safe. 
We will be exploring how good 
communication skills help us to reduce risk 
and learning skills to be assertive when 
dealing with pressures from others. 
 

ART/DT PE Horticulture Food Technology 
This term in Art we will be studying OP Art, 
we will be looking at the work of Bridget Riley 
and Victor Vasselly. We will be learn how to 
construct optical illusions and focus on 
accuracy when using pencils and rulers. We 
will consolidate knowledge of the colour 
wheel and look at shading and blending 
techniques to create the illusion of being 3D. 

This term, pupils will acquire the knowledge 
and skills for football pupils will focus on 
implementing and refining core skills as a 
team and as individuals to outwit opponents. 
Teams will be expected to plan strategies and 
implement them in competitive games. In all 
games activities, the main intention is to 
invade your opponents’ territory and to outwit 

In Horticulture this term we will re-cap the 
allotment rules. We will prepare a vegetable 
plot for a summer crop and learn how to apply 
organic fertilizers safely. We will learn how to 
maintain a strawberry bed, how to prick out 
seedlings and pot on young plants. We will 
learn how to maintain a perennial herb bed 
including trimming, dividing and pruning 

In Food Technology this term we will be 
analysing our diets and how we can take 
steps to improve it. We’ll be looking at the 
eat-well plate and the five main food 
groups on it with the correct proportions for 
our daily intake. We will be studying and 
discussing the eight tips the FSA advised 
about healthier lifestyles. We will be looking 



 

 

Pupils will create either an Op Art final 
outcome or a series of Op art cubes to put on 
display. 

them so that you can score goals or points. 
Pupils will be given the opportunity to 
officiate and coach small groups and 
understand the importance of teamwork. 

plants. We will take part in a pond watch and 
learn about ecosystems. 

at case studies around suitable foods for 
breakfast, lunch and dinner. As well as 
looking at these areas we will be cooking a 
range of products including soups, 
sandwiches and healthy snacks. 


